These decorations
have been made
using our Laser
Cutter...
Why not try the
paint in your Box to
decorate them?
There is also some
string you can use to
hang them up.

Homemade Festive Garland
In the Box:
6 A5 sheets of metallic card
String
Glue stick
You will need:
scissors or a craft knife or a guillotine.
Food dye or paint and a cup.

6 sheets can make up to 3 garlands of cut out shapes or words. This could be used to decorate your room, door or
somewhere in your home.
This card is really nice to try large bold shapes or smaller ones.
Using a pencil try drawing into the card, you will notice this makes a nice indent for you to then cut around.
It is important when drawing words or text that you draw this out on the shiny / front side of the card so that the letters don’t come out back to front!
Try: layering two or more colours together on top of each other.

I have made sure to make some well placed holes for your string to thread through. Make sure to cut a hole big
enough with plenty of room or the card may rip, you can strengthen this with some tape on the back before you cut
the hole through.
You will see I have dyed my string purple and red, this is your choice to keep your string in its natural colour or try to
colour it in a cup or bowl with a bit of water and either food dye paint mixed together for 10 mins.
When you are ready take the string outside in the bowl and hang this over something to dry but make it something
that won’t stain like a wall, pipe or fence.

Once you are happy with your shapes and you have your dry string you can start to thread your shapes on to the string
starting with the shape you would like in the middle of the garlan and then using the ends either side to thread on the
decorations you would like on either side of the your main/ centre shape or decoration.

EXPLORE THE WORLD THROUGH YOUR NEW EYES...

GO OUTSIDE
WHAT DID YOU FIND?

TAKE PHOTOS...

WRITE A POEM...
SKETCH...

DID YOU SEE ANYTHING YOU’D NEVER NOTICED BEFORE?

SEEINGTHINGSDIFFERENTLY

what if the sky was red??
or the grass was blue??
what would you do??

The materials in this
pack are to help you
complete the activities.
But feel free to use the
however you want.
Get creative...
Think outside the box.

